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PSYCHOLOGICAL APPROACH OF MANAGING 
VICTIMS DURING FIREFIGHTING INTERVENTIONS

Abstract: In many cases the firefighters face that the behavior of the people affected by the accident 
is different from the usual in everyday life. On the one hand, it is a natural phenomenon, but on 
the other hand it can mean obviously both hazards and risks for the affected people. Of course, the 
converse can also be right: its changed behavior is not visible externally, although actually this may 
mean that he is in trouble. The author wishes to point out these anomalies in this article. In addition 
to studying relevant literature, the author built mainly on his own firefighting practice, as well as 
teaching experience acquired during his carrier. The author detailed some unusual behavior patterns 
of the affected people in case of emergency and gave a systematic summary. Moreover some simple 
procedures were described which are usually used during practice.
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ПОСТУПАЊЕ СА ЖРТВАМА ПОЖАРА ГЛЕДАНО СА 
ПСИХОЛОШКОГ АСПЕКТА

Резиме: Ватрогасци су у многим ситуацијама суочени са чињеницом да се жртве веома 
различито понашају, односно сасвим другачије него у неким нормалним околностима. Ова 
чињеница је са једне стране нормална појава, а са друге, може бити веома опасна за све 
учеснике. Може бити и сасвим обрнута ситуације, да се на први поглед не види реакција жртве, 
али можда то показује да је она у опасности. Аутор се осврнуо баш на овакве аномалије. Осим 
коришћења стручне литературе, аутор се ослања и на сопствено искуство и свој просветни 
рад у овој струци. Аутор је објединио примере измењеног понашања у опасним ситуацијама 
и описао је поступке у оваквим случајевима. 

Кључне речи: гашење пожара, људско понашање, необично понашање људи у случају 
опасности, жртвени јарац
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1. INTRODUCTION
In many cases the firefighters face that the behavior of the people affected by an 

accident, fire or disaster is clearly different from the usual in everyday life. We could 
study different problems in different fires in mass residence facilities like theaters [1, 2] 
or concrete storages [3, 4] but also the effect of strange situations for human behavior 
of soldiers during military actions [5, 6] or during helping disaster management [7] or 
the problems of firefighters face to face to injuries [8]. On the one hand, it is a natural 
phenomenon, but on the other hand it might pose dangers for the affected. The opposite 
is also possible: although the changed behavior may not be visible externally, actually he 
may be in trouble [9, 10]. Recognizing these phenomena in time may prevent the victims 
from harming themselves or others. In addition, it makes interventions safer and more 
successful, thus, on the whole, more effective.

Special events are generally shaped by three main factors: the type of the triggering 
event (the effect of a gas explosion is different from that of a flood or the release of a 
dangerous material), the features of the scene (population density, the types of dwellings 
or wind force and direction) as well as the behavior of the victims (the reactions of the 
population, the intervention team and outsiders). Based on experience, the general opinion 
of the victims is that fires develop too quickly, they are too widespread and often difficult 
to grasp. The unexpected speed results in an initial feeling of fright, while the large scale 
makes the victims feel afraid and lack of help. The difficulty of grasping the emergency 
can be expressed by its incomprehensibility and the need for an immediate explanation of 
the events. The author studies human behavior change in emergencies while taking into 
account the factors above – with simplicity in mind.

2. PHENOMENA FOLLOWING INITIAL FRIGHT 

2.1. First minutes after the onset of the event
Fires and damages develop all of a sudden for most victims, who are just ordinary 

people. Thus, naturally the most frequent reaction is fright. This so-called initial fright-
reaction may take rather unusual forms with certain people: they get paralysed and 
experience sensory and cognitive impairment, perhaps they even lose touch with reality 
temporarily. Fortunately, this immediate reaction stops within a short time and after about 
30 minutes the majority of the uninjured victims become helpful again [11]. 

2.2. The period after initial fright
Once the immediate effects of the triggering event have passed, the extent of the 

damage, the dependence on help and further vulnerability can be assessed, which gives 
rise to inertia in the short term, while in the long term it causes fear. Most people can 
overcome the depressive feelings of inertia and fear with more or less effort, so their 
ability to act returns [12]. However, for some this feeling can be so overwhelming that 
overcoming this inner tension exceeds their abilities. These victims become trapped in 
their own feelings [13]. Their behaviour is mostly unusual: they become helpless, aimless 
and probably indifferent, they lose control and they are unable to protect themselves and 
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to cooperate with others. The confusion might last for hours or even for days until they are 
ready to cope with the demands of the situation.

2.3. Typical forms of fright and fear
2.3.1. Physical and psychological numbness

A typical symptom of physical and psychological numbness is that the victims become 
motionless or they become excessively slow, their face may become a frozen mask. Often 
they are unable to speak and to perceive reality and imminent danger. In this case, the 
respondents may mistake these victims for those who do not need help, as neither their 
behavior nor the external signs are conspicuous. Being motionless can be misunderstood 
as a sign of calmness and determination. However, experience shows that forcing this 
person to move may evoke a response of angry defence. 

While the above mentioned physical signs are barely visible, the inner psychological 
changes are more significant. Behaviour changes, thinking slows down, judgement is 
clouded, reaction time is longer, physical and mental paralysis may take over the victims 
or they may as well lapse into pessimistic resignation.

2.3.2. Increased physical and mental activity

Increased physical and mental activity can take the following typical forms: the victim 
is wandering around aimlessly or starts running around in confusion, or even flies into a 
rage yelling, laughing or crying. An extreme form is aggression either against self or others. 
If activity is only slightly increased, it can manifest as an eager but aimless activity or even 
a zealous, almost uncontrollable assistance. All of these are often done unconsciously and 
following the event, the victim might experience memory loss.

The person in a leadership position within the affected community may give the 
impression of being disturbed with his tireless activity and inconsistent instructions. His 
activity is not targeted, in fact it hinders and encumbers assistance.

2.3.3. Childish behaviour

A few victims stand out from the others by doing anything extreme in the hope of 
getting help: they might even cling to a passer-by or anyone in their surroundings. Others 
show childish carelessness to the outside world or start fidgeting with an object. When 
they are disturbed, they take on a defiant, hostile attitude. Their talk is often childish, at 
times not continuous and articulate enough. 

2.4. Help in fear and frieght
Victims who have the above mentioned symptoms cannot cope with the situation by 

themselves. As they are not able to carry out activities intended for their own or for others’ 
protection, they definitely require outside help to escape from this confusion. This help 
– including first aid – can come from firefighters, depending on the type of the event and 
the task priorities. The first step of subsequent medical care is the same even if first aid 
proved to be effective.
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Help consists of the following four steps in case of fear and fright:
•	 Remove the victim from immediate danger.
•	 Get in contact with the victim: encourage him to eat or drink. Offering them 
chewing gum or a cigarette is a very simple and effective method, or depending on 
the situation, hot tea and coffee might be useful as well, especially in cold weather. 
Physical contact can be achieved by putting our hand on the victim’s shoulder or 
around his waist. 
•	 The victim’s confusion must be taken seriously: he may not deliberately act like 
he does. We have to listen to him, pay attention to him, let him pour out his heart and 
provide him information and hope. We have to gain his trust.
•	 Allow him to do things which he is able to do: e.g. if he asks for a drink, let him 
hold his glass or if he is able to help, involve him in medical care or even in rescue 
operations.

Taking his condition seriously as well as taking advantage of the victim’s remaining 
abilities is an integral part of his treatment. Immediate acceptance together with creating 
a challenge will probably make them more confident again. Regaining any degree of 
confidence can be important, as this is the only way for the victim to control fear, and 
finally cope with the situation.

As a result of the so-called psychological infection, fear and fright can appear 
collectively, which can lead to panic [14, 15]. Running around in confusion, wandering 
around aimlessly, pointless rage or even looting and other group phenomena can be 
observed. Panic itself leads to further deterioration. Fortunately, experience shows that 
panic as an emergency response is rather rare, so it is not analysed further here.

3. FORMS AND CONSEQUENCES OF DENIAL
The horrors of fires, damages and disasters – that might surpass any imagination – 

generally break ties with reality. Therefore, it becomes difficult to remain rational and grasp 
the situation. On the one hand, the victims are not able to comprehend the experience, but 
on the other hand they require relevant information. The lack of any explanations results 
in the involuntary denial of the events.

3.1. Denial from inside 
One form of denial is denying the event or ignoring its impact. Complete denial 

attempts to shield victims from miseries that have happened or can be expected, as if they 
did not even exist. Denial of vulnerability is difficult to tell and treat, because these victims 
reportedly present convincing reasoning. 

At times they enter into fierce debates, in which they try to prove the unnecessity of 
preventive steps. This form of denial can be conscious more or less, which can suggest that 
the victim’s dependence is under control. This phenomenon is present not only after the 
event but also during prevention. If vulnerability evolves gradually – e.g. floods – denial 
of the disaster can lead to the lack of preventive steps or even active resistance against 
them. Firefighters have often encountered this phenomenon when they try to evacuate 
residents or stop them from returning to their home before it is safe.
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3.2. Denial from outside 
Another form of denial is when the victims behave as if they were not part of the 

horrors surrounding them. Seemingly, they act confidently at the scene of the fire, damage 
or disaster and attempt to carry out their ordinary activities. Instinctively they are reluctant 
to express and grief or vulnerability. Despite the fact that it is a special form of defence 
against the sudden surge of emotions, it seems unacceptable for outsiders. Such a behaviour 
that is against the accepted norm is likely to upset and appal the community.

3.3. Other forms of denial 
3.3.1. Euphoric lethargy and black humour

Striking differences between their own and other victims’ losses fuel confusion and/
or anger that can turn into euphoric lethargy. It also has its roots in instinctive denial. This 
special state makes it bearable for some victims to tolerate the suffering. The appearance 
of black humour is also a typical symptom of euphoric lethargy.

3.3.2. Urge to return

The refusal to understand what happened and the denial of the unbearable reality can 
be proved by the fact that the victims rescued or evacuated feel an urge to return to the 
scene. The responders have to bear it in mind in each stage of the response and recovery. 
Both instinctive denial and the ignorance of the impact – beside other factors – affect 
returning. The latter can be explained by the fact that danger or the damages might seem 
slighter due to local knowledge. The restraining order is considered unnecessary by the 
victims and it even encourages them to return to the risk area.

3.3.3. Dependence

Typically, at the onset of damages and disasters – due to the delay in response – childish 
dependence takes over the community of victims, which goes hand in hand with the need 
for a leader. As the events cannot be grasped, most victims want to distance themselves 
from them and deal with them as little as possible. As a result, they lose their chance to 
help themselves – which would seem illogical for an outsider – and collectively need and 
expect to be led and managed.

The need for a leader sets a new task for the responders, because they have to adapt 
to another type of public behaviour in addition to the common recovery tasks. The 
phenomenon of dependence and the need for a leader always have to be considered in 
public information. If recovery is delayed, not only the rules of conduct (e.g. in disasters) 
have to be communicated but the type of danger also has to be described together with the 
possible ways to protect against it together. Thus, acting as a group is supported and in 
turn, it might discourage dependence.
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4. NEED FOR AN EXPLANATION
The nature of the damage, especially at the beginning, is not easy to grasp. The 

incomprehensibility creates an urgent need for the explanation of the events. The 
explanation – the public information – must simplify the complexity of the events so that 
the victims can easily handle it. 

4.1. Looking for a scapegoat 
Anger is a natural reaction that can be expected from the directly or indirectly injured. 

This anger can be directed against fate or the person reliable for the event (fire, accident). 
However, the complexity of the events or the shortness of time often conceals the actual 
cause [16]. The lack of sufficient information soon generates a search for a scapegoat 
and ultimately, Draconian punishment. This behaviour is based on the following train of 
thought: sacrificing the scapegoat responsible for disturbing the community will bring 
back the former state of peace and quite. The scapegoat is viewed as a lightning rod, 
conducting the anger of the victims and clearing their conscience collectively. 

4.2. Survivor guilt 
Following the euphoric moments of survival, the victims are likely to blame themselves 

for surviving. It is often expressed in guilt. They are looking for an answer for the pointless 
question of why they survived instead of others who would have deserved it more. It is 
especially common with victims who barely escaped death. 

The previous overview included only the most common forms of behaviour changes 
in fires and damages. Neither the psychological aftermath of exceptional occurrences nor 
long-lasting anxiety are covered. The significance of most post-traumatic disorders has 
been only recently discovered, representing a field worth studying [9].

5. CONCLUSION 
The author has reviewed behaviour changes that firefighters are most likely to encounter 

in special events. Being acquainted with them and recognising them at the scene might 
help the victims and reduce the long-term negative effects while increasing safety and 
efficiency of interventions. 

Despite the fact that the paper focuses on sudden-onset and small-scale fires and 
damages, the same might apply to disasters and delayed recovery. Thus, this paper attempts 
to contribute to basic knowledge about behaviour changes which can be found useful not 
only by firefighters but also anyone directly involved in disaster response in the broad 
sense. 
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